Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

Product changes serve the continuous product improvement. The articles listed below are supplied in a modified version. Please pass this product information on to your employees and, if necessary, to your customers. All changes are made for product improvement reasons.

1. **Situation**

   The affected articles are two end brackets and accessories for the Z-Series. The plastic material used so far is a PA 66 with flammability class V-2.

2. **Technical change**

   The plastic material used changes to Wemid. Thus the flammability class UL94 V-0 is achieved. It will be easily identified by a color change from yellow/beige to a dark beige, except grey which will remain the same color.

3. **Reason for the change**

   The change of the plastic material from PA 66 to Wemid, achieves a higher flammability class, previously V-2 now V-0. This flammability class describes the fire behaviour according to UL94.

4. **Availability**

   The changed articles will be available on stock by January 2022.

5. **Affected articles**

   7920340000 ZEW 15  
   9540000000 ZEW 35  
   1238040000 ZEW 35 GR

We are very sorry for all the inconveniences caused and doing everything to adjust this product change as smooth as possible without big influence on delivery times and general functions.

For further questions please contact your sales office directly. All contacts for sales representatives are available here: www.weidmueller.com/contact

Best regards

Product Management

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG  
Klingenbergstraße 16, 32758 Detmold

**Weidmüller** – Your partner in Industrial Connectivity  
We look forward to sharing ideas with you – Let’s connect.